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MARKET GAMES WITH ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION : 
VERIFICATION AND THE PUBLICLY 
PREDICTABLE INFORMATION CORE* 

BETH ALLEN 

Abstract 

For cooperative (NTU) games generated by finite exchange economies with asym-
metric information about comrnon payoff-relevant states of the world, private information 
use is equivalent to the publicly predictable information sharing rule. ~ This leads to balanced 

games which therefore have nonempty cores as well as Nash verifiability of a coalition 
member's ex ante cdntingent net trades. Conditions yielding Nash and strong verifiability 
for more general information sharing rules are also provided. In this way, a class of market 
games with partial commitment that are classified between cooperative and noncoopera-

tive games can be studied. 

I. Introduction 

This paper concerns the extent to which asymmetrically informed economic agents 
can be verified to have fulfilled contracts contingent on their private information. The 
term "verification" in the title refers to this property-contracts depend on information 
in a way that can be checked by others, so that deviations can be detected. 

The setting is cooperative games induced by pure exchange economies with asymmetric 
information. I focu.s on the core as a solution concept because of its extensive use in eco-
nomics and because one can argue that allocations not belonging to the core are not plau-
sible as they can be blocked by some coalition. Thus, a statement applying to all core 
allocations includes those allocations of economic interest even if one does not wish to ad-
vocate the core, per se, as a solution concept. However, note that some results apply to 
all actions that are feasible for a coalition in terms of its resource constraint and its informa-, 

tion. 

Initially I permit coalition members each to use precisely their own (initial) private 
information. An important consequence of this choice is that it is equivalent to the use 
of publicly predictable information, as studied in another context by Blume and Easley 
(1990). Palfrey and Srivastava (1986), and Postlewaite and Schmeidler (1986, 1987). As a 
result, I can show that core allocations (which necessarily exist) are private Nash verifiable, 

* This research was supported by NSF grant SES88-21442. Most of the paper was written at the Sun)mer 
Institute on Game Theory an_d_Economics, SUNY~Stony Brook. 
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which means that deviations by any agent can be detected. Moreover, the core with private 
information or publicly predictable information is nonempty as a consequence of the market 
games equivalence theorem asserting that the set of totally balanced games equals the set 
of cooperative games generated by exchange economies with concave utilities. This amounts 
to a substantial simplification of the proof that the games induced by economies with asym-
metric information are well defined and have nonempty cores. 

More generally, coalitions can be permitted to base their actions on any arbitrary 
information specification. Some restrictions on these information sharing rules yield strong 
verification. This means that deviations by any subset of a coalition can be detected by 
remaining coalition members. However, if one considers only singleton deviations, then 
modified Nash verification follows from the no free disposal assumption for any feasible 
allocation. Hence strong verifiability is significantly more restrictive than Nash verifi-
ability. 

All of this is demonstrated for a model involving cooperative games with nontrans-
ferable utility generated by economies in which strategies consist of ex ante contingent net 
trades of commodities.1 Endowments and utilities are state dependent and "information" 
meafis the ability to condition one's net trade on a partition (actually, a sub-a-field) of the 

set of states of the world. Parallel results also apply for games with transferable utility ; 

compare Allen (199lb) to Allen (199lc). 
The work most closely related to this paper is probably the article by Yannelis (1991) 

analyzing the private information core of an exchange economy,. Banach lattice methods 
are used to obtain a core nonemptiness result under the assumption that every event occurs 
with strictly positive probability. The antecedent is the seminala rticle of Wilson (1978) which 

proposed definitions of the core (and also for the efficient allocations) of a finite exchange 

economy with asymmetric information and finitely many states of the world. Wilson dis-
cuses the notion of communication structures and focuses on two extreme cases : no use 
of asymmetric information (termed the null communication structure) within a coalition, 
which leads to a core concept in which blocking coalitions can use only that information 
which is common to all of their members, and complete information sharing (the full com-
munication structure), which gives rise to a possibly empty core in which blocking can be 
based on any information held by one or more members of the coalition.2,3 

A recent related paper is the study by Marimon (1990) of the incentive properties of 
the core of an economy with moral hazard. In his model, a continuum of agents have 
private information about their endowments or abilities and there are only a finite number 
of types. Efflcient and core allocations are defined with an incentive compatibility con-
straint. A major contrast to my work is that Marimon focuses on adverse selection/moral 

l If one interprets the basic economic model as the realization of a distribution on players' types, where 
the description of a type specifies the agent's economic characteristics-in this context, state-dependent car-
dinal utility functions, state-dependent initial endowment mappings, and initial information-then I use 
an interim concept. 

2 Kobayashi (1980) relaxed the assumption of finitely many states of the world and proved nonemptiness 
of the Wilson coarse core (under the assumptions of balancedness and strictly positive probability of every 
event) using techniques reminiscent of Bewley (1972). He also demonstrated core equivalence for the set of 
competitive equilibrium allocations in the sense of Radner (1968). 

8 Mailath and Zemsky (1991) examine superadditivity, balancedness, and the core with asymmetric in-
formation of the game they derive from a "divide the collusive surplus" problem in second price auctions. 
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,hazard issues; this means that his agents draw states of the worl4 independently (and he 
appeals to the law of large numbers). Hence, he analyzes idiosyncratic risk while I study 
systematic risk, so that my economic agents all care about a common state of the world.4 j 

A more explicit game-theoretic approach is taken by Myerson (1984) and Rosenmuller 
(1990) in their work incorporating incomplete information into cooperative games. They 
use the Harsanyi formalism, so that the incomplete information concerns the finite set of 

agents' types. 

My approach lies between these games-based analyses and the economies-ba~ed litera-
ture cited above in that I utilize the relationship between markets and the games that they 
generate to gain insight into asynunetric information problems. In fact, much of my con-
,tribution consists of modelling coalitions' information structures and deriving the induced 
game, thereby avoiding potentially. heavy general equilibrium methods (cf. Yannelis (1991)). 

The Harsanyi doctrine also forms the basis of the study by d'Aspremont and Gerard-
Varet (1979) of incentives in noncooperative games with incomplete information, which 
is less directly related to my paper in that it takes a noncooperative approach, as does the 
huge literature on implementation and mechanism design. A systematic review is beyond 
the scope of this paper, but see especially Holmstrom and Myerson (1983) for the definition 
of alternative efficiency concepts with incomplete information and incentive constraints 
and the recent survey of Palfrey (1990). This paper is also related to the literature on in-

complete contracts; see the survey by Hart and Holmstrom (1987), who point out that 
asymmetry of information between players and enforcers is the source of the difficulty in 

conveying information to others. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows : Section 2 presents the model of 

pure exchange economies with asymmetric information. ' Section 3 derives the induced 
market games with private information and demonstrates that they have nonempty cores. 
The relation between private information and publicly predictable information is examined 
in Section 4, where it is demonstrated that these concepts yield (private) Nash verifiability. 
Then Section 5 proceeds to define strong verifiability and to analyze its relation to various 
information assignments to coalitions (formalized as information sharing rules). Section 
6 concludes the paper with some comments on partially enforceable commitments and models 
that are between cooperative and noncooperative games. 

II. Exchange Economres wlth Pnvate Informatron 

In this section, I model uncertainty and private information. Both pure exchange 

a Some recent work on optimal taxation has also used the core with asymmetric information. For ex-
ample, Berliant (1992) proves that the fine core analogue of the core without asymmetric information con-
tains only head taxes, while his coarse IC-core may be empty. However, this public finance question again 
involves uncertainty and asynunetric information which is diametrically opposed to the type which interests 
me. In particular, I am concerned with information about systematic risks, so that there' is a single drawing 
of a state of the world which then becomes an argument of every consumer's, utility function. For optimal 
taxation, idiosyncratic risk is a better description although consumers completely know their own individual 
drawing of the state of the world. Incomplete information characterizes only the government, which can-
not recognize an individual's type and thus cannot necessarily impose type-dependent tax rules. Jnstead, 
the government can observe only the distribution of types within a coalition (and not individual identities). 
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'ecohomies and the cooperative games (with nontransferable utility) that 'they generate ar~ 
considered in this paper. To the extent possible, the saine' notation will be used for the 

economies and the games. . ' , . ' l 
' . To begin, specify an abstract probability triple' (9 F p) .to describe the uncertainty. 

'' 
The set of states of the world is denoted Q, with･ typical'element a,. Let F be a a-field df 

' subsets of_ Q, interpreted as 'the measufable events that economic agents'eventually learn, 
so that events in F may be payoff relevant for ex post utilities. The a-additive probability 

measure p defined on (9.F) represents .'agents' ex ante subjective probabilities attached to 
the occurrence of various events. To simplify notation, assume that these subjective pro-
bability assessments are the same for all agents; this could easily be generalized. 

･ Let I denote the set of economic agents (consumers) in the pure exchange economy. 
No confusion will result from taking I als6- to be the set of players in' the games exanxined 
here. An individual player or trader is denoted by iel. The set I is assumed to be finite; 
write sl for its cardinality. Let 21 denote the set of subsets of I. Nonempty subsets of 
the player set I are termed coalitions in the game. ' A submarket is a pure exchange econom~ 
consisting of only those traders iel' fcr some I'!~1, I'~ c. 

Suppose that there is a finite number I of commodities (numbered 1,2,...,1) available 
in the economy. To summarize endowments, Iet e:Ixl2-1;~~ denote an arbitrary measur-
able function which is uniformly bounded and write et:O-lR~ for consumer i's random 
'(state dependent) initial allocation function. Define the set E of allocations by 

E= {(xl(')""; x$~･))1 for each iel, xi : 9-lRt is F-Iiea~urable and 

- ~ ef(a,) ~x(((o)~ ~: ej(o,) for almost all (oeS2J. 
je I 

Interpret E as a convenient closed and bounded subset of measurable functions which con-
tains all state-dependent individual allocation functions or state-dependent individual net 
trade functions that could ever be feasible for the economy. 

Consumer i's preferences are specified by a state-dep~fident cardinal utility function 
ut:H;~~ x 9-H~ which is continuous and concave on J~~ and F-measurable as a function of 
9, so that it's jointly measurable (for the Borel o-field B(H~~) on i's consumption set l~~). 

Assume also that there is some compact convex subset K of C(1:~~,l~) endowed with the (com-
pact-open) topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of I~~ such that for (al-
most) all wet2, ut(';co)eK. This implies that all state-dependent utilities are uniformly 

equicontinuous and take uniformly'(above and below)- bounded values on any compact 
subset of IR~ . 

Initial information is represented by sub-a-fields of F. For iel, -write G, for i's initial 

information. "Private information" means that each agent ielcan use precisely his initial 
information G, as a member of any coalition. Assume that, for all iel, ef(') is F-measur~ble 

and this function is known to trader i. ,. 
Finally, a trader's goal is to maximize state-dependent conditional expected utility 

(which is a C(H;~~,lR)-valued random variable-or m~asurable function-defined on S2) given 
.the available information. This information can be analyzed by incorporating it into the 
consumer's objective function (i.e., by' calculating conditional expected utilities given the 
information). However, a better alternativ~ for the game-theoretic analysis is, whenever 
possible, to place the information into a measurability constraintj on the agent's state-de-
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pendent allocation (demand, excess demand, individual net trade, etc.) functions because 
then the information enters into the definition of commodity spaces but not utilities in .our 

market games. [This trick works well for private information sharing. See Section 3.] 
The insight comes from VanZandt (19~8), who proposes to insert the asymmetric informa-
tion into traders' budget constrairits and observes that the dependence of his "measurability 

appro~ch" budget correspondence then is lower hemicontinuous (and the correspondence 
has a closed graph) in information sub-a-fields. Needless to say, payoffs to players in my 
games are taken to equal the expected utilities of final state-dependent commodity alloca-
tions. 

Where necessary to define conditional expected utilities, I analyze the image measures 
pou,1 on the Frechet space C(l~~,H~) induced by the vector-valued random variables ui: 
(i2,F,p)~'(C(lR~,J~),B(C(lR~,lR))). Then proper versions of regular conditional distributions 

exist and conditional expected utilities are C(l~~,~~)-valued random variables that take values 

(almost surely) in the compact convex set K. In particular, conditional expected utility 
is (almost surely) continuous and concave on IR~. (See Rudin (1973, pp. 73-78) for technical 
details on integration in Frechet spaces.) 

Let EUi :L=(Q,F,p:lR~)-H~ denote player i's (unconditional) expected utility function, 

defined by 
J
~
 

EU,(xt('))= ut(xt(~');(c')dp(a'), 

where the state-dependent individual allocation xt :(?-lRl+ can be assumed to be (p-a.s.) 
bounded to ensure that the integral is well defined. Note that no unbounded allocation 
can be feasible. 

Lemma 2.1. The expected utility function EUi :L*(S2,F,p;lR~)-JR is concave. It is 
continuous for either the Ll or L= norm on (almost surely) uniformly bounded state-de-
pendent allocation functions xi(') :g2-lR~ . 

Proof. Let xi,x;eEL=(g2 F p'lR~) and take le[0,1]. Then 
',' 

EUi(1xi + (1 - 1)x;) 

=J~ ui(]xt((o) + (1 - ;.)x;(e,) ; a')dp((~') 

r
 

:~ Jo [1u,(xi(a') ; co) + (1 - 1)ut(x;(co ) ; co)]dp((u) 

=1Jo ut(xi(a') ; a')dp(a') + (1 - 1) Ja u,(x:(a') ; (~')d,l(a') 

=1EU,(xi(')) + (1 - 1)EUi(x;(･)), 

~vhere the inequality follows from the concavity of ut(';(,,) for almost all (vel2. This proves 

that EUt(') is concave, as desired. 

To verify continuity, Iet x~(･):g2~>lR~ be a sequence of uniformly bounded state-de-
pendent allocation functions. Assume first that x"i(')-xt(') for the L= norm as n-co. 
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Then x~(･)-xi(') for the L1 norm also (see Ash (1972, p. 96)) and the two cases reduce to 
one. Because Lp convergence implies convergence in measure (Ash (1972, p. 92), we have 

~~(･)-xt(') in measure and, because the uf･ ;a') are assumed to be uniformly equicontinuous 
on compact subsets of I~~, we have ui(x~(･) ;')-ut(xi(');') in measure also as n-oo. Uni-
form boundedness of the ui(';(o) on compact subsets of l;~~ implies that we may use the ex-
tended dominated convergence theorem (Ash (1972, p. 96)) to conclude that EU,(x~Fi('))-
EUt(xi(')) as n-co. [Alternatively, convergence in measure implies convergence in dis-
tribution and the generalized Lebesgue convergence theorem applies. Uniform integra-

bility follows from the fact that the ui(x~(･);･) functions are dominated by an integrable 
function by uniform boundedness of ui(';a') on compact subsets of IR~. See Hildenbrand 

[] (1974, pp. 51-52) for details.] 

Remark 2.2. The same argument can be used to obtain concavity and continuity of 
conditional expected utility on the set of state-dependent a]10cation functions in L-(Q,F,p; 
IR~). Alternatively, we could observe that if G is a complete sub-c-field ofF, then L=(S2,G,p; 
l;~~) and Ll(Q,G,p;E~:~) are closed subspaces of L=(g2 F p'lRl ) and L1(S2,F,p;1~~) respectively 

"'+ because both Ll and L= convergence imply pointwise almost everywhere convergence, 
which preserves measurability. However, this property is not needed here, because we 
view information as imposing a measurability constraint on allowable allocation functions 
rather than an argument in agents' objective functions. 

III. Cooperative Games with Private Information 

The goal of this section is to derive the NTU cooperative game in characteristic func-
tion form generated by a pure exchange economy with private information. I also define 
the private information core and prove that it is nonempty. 

Formally, a (cooperative) nontransferable utility (NTU) game in characteristic function 

form is a correspondence V:21_lRsl satrsfylng V(c) {O} and for all SCI V(S) rs non 
empty, closed, and comprehensive for S~c. Moreovef, the sets V(S) are "cylinder sets" 

~ ...,1~~l). e V(S). C. omprehen-in that if (al""'~#1)eV(S) and ~i=t~i for all leS then (wl' 
srveness (V(S)1)V(S) I~s+1) can be mterpreted as "free disposabilrty" of utility. Note 
that I do not require superadditivity as part of the definition of a cooperative game.5 

To derive the NTU game associated with ~ pure exchange economy with private in-
formation, I must define its characteristic function V:21_lRsl based on the data describing 

the economy. Accordingly, set V(c)={O} and for each coalition S(c~S~l), define 

V(S) {(wl' w# )eEJ~#11 for ieS, there exist xi :9-l~~ with wi ~ CjQut(xi(a');a')d~e((v) 

such that zt(')=xi(')-ei(') is~Gi-measurable and ~ 'i(a')= ~ et(a') for almost 

i=s i~s 
all coel2} . 

The study of market games was initiated by Shapley and Shubik (1969). The main 

5 Hildenbrand and Kirman (1976, Chapter 3) is a good referefice for economists who are not familiar with 

these concepts. ~ , -
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results in this literature establish an equivalence between market games (defined to be coop-
erative games in characteristic function form which satisfy total balancedness) and finite 
pure exchange economies in which traders have concave utility functions. Strictly speaking, 
a market game is a cooperative game having a characteristic function that can be generated 
by an economy with continuous concave utilities; it is representable by a market. I'm 
interested in the pure exchange case, although sharper results are possible with nontrans-
ferable utility if production sets can be added arbitrarily. 

Following Billera (1974), Billera and Bixby (1974), and Mas-Colell (1975), define 
balancedness for NTU games as follows (where, for S~~1, V(S)s= {(wl""'wsl)e V(S)lwi=0 
if i ~l;S} = V(S) n {(wl" "'wsl)el~sllwi =0 if i ~S} ) : 

Definition 3.1. A family B(S) of subsets of S is balanced (or a balanced collection on 
S) if there are nonnegative weights WT :~ O for all T~;S such that ~ wT=1 for all ieS. For 

T=s 
T= i 

Scl let B(S) denote the set of all bala.ncing weights for balanced collections on S; i.e., 
B(S) {w 2s_E~+1 ~ wT=1 for all ieS and wT=0 if TeI~B(S)}. 

T=i 

Definition 3.2. The NTU game V:21_lR#1 is balancedif V(1)= U { ~ wTV(T)TlweB(1)}. 
T~ I 

Equivalently, it is balanced if V(1) ~ ~ WTV(T)T for every weB(1). 
T~~ I 

Definition 3.3. An NTU game is totally ba!anced if all of its subgames are balanced. 
In symbols, V:21_l~#1 js totally ba!anced if V(S)=U { ~ wTV(T)TlweB(S)1 for every 

T~s 
S~~1. S~c. Equivalently, it is totally balanced if V(S) ~~ ~ WTV(T)T for every weB(S) 

T~~s 
and every S~; I with S~ c. 

The second version (in Mas-Colell (1975)) of Definitions 3.2 and 3.3 facilitates the 
demonstration that concave utilities lead to (totally) balanced games. To see the equiv-
alence, select a coalition S arbitrarily (c~S~;1). Clearly S itself is a balanced collection 

with balancing weights ws=1 and WT =0 for all T~ S. Hence V(S)~} ~ WTV(T)T implies 
T~~s 

V(S)=T~~s WTV(T)T for some choice of weights. Therefore V(S);~ ~ WTV(T)T for all we 
T~s 

B(S) implies V(S)=U {T~;=svvTV(T)TlweB(S)}. Conversely, if V(S)=U { ~ wTV(T)Tlwe 

B(S)} then trivially V(S) ~2 ~ WTV(T)T for all weB(S). 
T~s 

The approximate equivalence (see Proposition 3.4 below) between market games and 
totally balanced games can be extended to situations with uncertainty and asymmetric in-
formation. N, ote that the direction of the result that any totally balanced game can be 
generated by a suitably chosen exchange economy can be bootstrapped from the theorems 
for economies without uncertainty, so that the "hard" direction becomes easy here. The 
converse claim that economies with private information lead to totally balanced games is 
difficult due to the necessity of showing that the V(S) above define a genuine game. This 
follows from the Billera and Bixby (1974) theorem for the private information case (Pro-
position 3.6 and Theorem 3.8) and requires more work otherwise (see Allen (199la)). 

Proposrtron 3 4 Hx I (S2,F,p) and G1' 'Gsl' Then every totally balanced NTU 
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game is a market game for a pure exchange economy with private information having 
countably many commodities or with l=2 x (#1) and utilities that may fail to be continuous. 
A dense subset (for the Hausdorff topology) can be generated by economies under uncer-
tainty with asymmetric information with l=(#1) x (~1- 1)/2 and continuous concave util-
ities. The open and dense subset of NTU games which are balanced with slack6 are gener-
ated by economies with private information having continuous, concave and nondecreasing 
utilities and finitely many commodities. 

Proof. If, in our model, all traders' endowments and utilities are taken to be constant 
functions of the state of the world [i.e., if for every iel and all (o, (t,'e!2, we have et(a,)= 

e*((v') and ui(･;a,)=ui(･;(~")], then any pure exchange economy becomes ~ pure exchange 
economy with private information and, in fact, is equivalent to the desired economy without 
uncertainty or asymmetric information for any arbitrary specification of the initial private 
information sub-(T-fields Gi, iel. To obtain the NTU Representation Theorem, appeal 
to Billera (1974). Billera and Bixby (1974) and Mas-Colell (1975) in addition to the above 

Remark 3.5. Note that the discontinuous utilities in Proposition 3.4 arise from Rader's 
(1972) transformation of an economy with production to a pure exchange economy. The 
discontinuity is unrelated to information. 

For the purposes of this paper, the converse of the representation theorem is more 
tiseful and interesting. It clairrls that the cooperative games arising from markets are well 
behaved (in exactly the sense of the assumptions needed for the representation theorems). 
This is the easy direction of the equivalence theorems. However, with uncertainty and 
private information, the hypotheses must be checked (or the claimed properties of the re-
sultant games must be verified directly). In general, the hardest part is to derive closedness 

of the induced game in characteristic function form; see Allen (199la). While one can 
easily show that private information implies (a) that submarkets correspond to subgames 
and hence balancedness of all such games implies that any game in the class is totally bal-
anced and (b) that convex combinations of (private information) measurable allocations 
for players in various coalitions are indeed measurable with respect to the information that 
may be used by players in the grand coalition, the market games equivalence theorems permit 
one to bypass, for the special case of private information, the direct demonstration that 

the NTU game is well defined. 
However, before following this program, I pause to demonstrate that things do indeed 

work well for the special case of finitely many or countably many states of the world. 

Proposition 3.6. If every c( U Gt)-measurable subset F of Q satisfies p(F)>0, then 
i=1 

the NTU game generated by an economy with private information is well defined and 
totally balanced. In particular, the induced cooperative game V:21_I~sl is such that for 
all S~ c, V(S) is a nonempty, closed, comprehensive cylinder set. 

Proof. I appeal to Theorem 2.1 of Billera and Bixby (1974). To apply their equiv-
alence result for totally balanced games and market games, I need to check that I have, for 

'･ i Fbr-the definition, see Mas-colen (1975). 
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each trader iel, (1) a consumption set Xt which is a nonempty convex compact subset of 
a real Hausdorff linear topological space, (2) a utility function at defined on Xt which is con-

cave and upper semicontinuous, and (3) an initial endowment ~,eXi; since we have a pure 
exchange economy, Y(={OJ for all iel. For every iel, set Xt={x,:12-I~l+1xi(')-ei(') 

is Gi-measurable and for p-almost all a'eS2,xJ((~') ~ ~ ej･((o),...,x;(Q,) ~ ~ elj(co)} ~L1(O,F,p; 

jel jel l~l). More precisely, Xt consists of equivalence classes (under the equivalence relation of 
equality p-almost surely) of measurable functions in the above set, so that Xt is indeed Haus-

dorff for the topology induced by the Ll metric. Moreover, Xi is clearly a nonempty closed 
convex subset of the real topological vector space L1(Q,F,p;lRl) which is, in fact, normed 
and hence a metric space. Obviously ef:9-lR~ defined by ei(co)=ei((o) for all (ve9 specifies 

trader i's initial endowment and eieXt. 

To verify compactness, it suffices [for instance, see Theorem 1.6.15 of Dunford and 
Schwartz (1958, p. 22)] to establish that Xt is contained in a totally bounded set-i.e., that 
for any e >0, Xi can be covered by finitely many open balls of radius e. Pick e >0 arbitrarily 

and let 1･1 denote the sum norm on I;~t. Because p Is a probability and Xi ~~Ll(9,F,p;JR~). 
for any 6 >0 there is a finite integer N(6) and an ordering of the (at most countable) set 9 
such that p(9¥ {a'l""'a'N(6)})<6. [If p is uncountable but (T( U Gi) is generated by a count-

iel 
able partition-which must be true if all measurable events receive strictly positive pro-
bability-rename the sets in the partition as points in Q to simplify notation in the argu-

ment below.] Take 6 =e/4 max I ~ ej((v)1･ Think of L1(p.F,p;lRt) as the product of a 
~eJ2 jel 

Euclidean space H;~N(a)1 (corresponding to the components of the sequence xt representing 
the evaluations at a'l""'a'N(6)) and a space Tt of "tail" sequences. We will exhibit a finite 
cover for each component consisting of open sets of radius e/2 so that their pairwise products 
cover Xt and are contained in open balls of radius e. The projection of Xi onto its a'l""' 
a'N(a) components is a (closed) subset of IR~(a)1 which is bounded because for all n=1,.. .,N(6), 

we have O~x*((,,*) ~ ~ ej(a'~). Therefore it is compact and hence totally bounded, so that 
jE~I 

there rs a finrte cover Ul""'UN consisting of open balls of radius e/2. Upon examining 

the tai], we see that ifxt,x;eXt, then ~ p((~'*)lxi((~,*)-x;((~'*) <_ ~･21 ~ ej(co~)l~e/2. This 

N(a) + I je I means that Ti can be covered by a single open ball of radius e/2. Therefore the open sets 
Ul x Tt,...,UN x Tt form a finite open cover for Xi and each Û x Ti is contained in an open 

ball in Xi of radius e. This completes the proof that X, is totally bounded and thus com-

pact. 

It remains to exhibit upper semicontinuous and concave utility functions on Xi. Con-
sider the expected utilities 

= EUi(xt) = ut(xt(co) ; a')dp(a') = ~ ut(xi(co*) . Q' )p(a' ) 

defined for xieXi. [Note that Gt-measurability of x,(')-ei(') is built into the definition 
of Xt, so that we need not worry about conditional expected utility here.] Since each ut(';(,,) 
is assumed to be concave on IRl+ (see Section 2), the average must also be concave. More 
precisely, if x.,x;eX( and O ~ I ~ l, then 
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EUi(1xi + (1 - ;,)x;)= ~ ui(1xt((ô) + (1 - 1)x;((v*); a'*)p(a'.) 

~=1 

~ ~ [1ui(xt((v~); (~'*)+(1 - 1)ut(x;(a,*) ; (o*)]p(co*) 

n=1 

= ~ ~ ut(xi(Q,*); e'~)p(a'*) + (1 - 2) ~ ui(x;(a'~); a'~)p(a'*) 

=1EUi(xi) + (1 - 1)EUi(x;), 

where the inequality follows from the concavity of each u,(';a'~). This shows that EUt: 

Xt-lR is a concave function. To check that EUi(･) is u.s,c. on Xi, we show the stronger 
property that EUi :Xt-H~ is continuous for the L1 topology. Accordingly, Iet {x~, }""=1 be 
a sequence in Xt with x~-~xi (for the Ll norm) as n-oo. Then xr-xi in measure as n-co 
and, because the ut(';a') are assumed to be uniformly equicontinuous on compact subsets 

of IR~, we have ut(x~(･);')-ui(xi(');') in measure also. Since the ui(';(~') are also uniformly 
bounded on compact subsets of I~~, the values taken by ui on Xi are bounded. Hence, 
by the extended dominated convergence theorem (see Ash (1972, p. 96)), EUt(xr)-EUt(xf) 
as n~'co. See Lemma 2.1. [Alternatively, we could observe that convergence in measure 
implies convergence in distribution and use the generalized Lebesgue convergence theorem; 

uniform integrability holds because the ui(xr(･);･) functions are dominated by an integrable 
function as above from uniform boundedness of ui(';(v) on compact subsets. See Hilden-

[
]
 

brand (1974, pp. 51-52).] 

Remark 3.7. Because we can systematically disregard a subset of states of the world 
of measure zero, we could generalize the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6 to permit O to con-
tain some subsets of p-measure zero whose union is also of p-measure zero. Thus, by 

countable additivity, we cou]d permit Q=( U F~) U ( U F~), where ;x(F*)>0 and F* is an 

~=1 ~=1 = atom for all n=1,2,..., and p(F~)=0 for all n, since then p( U F;;)=0, Note that at most 
=̂1 

countably many disjoint events can receive positive probability. Moreover, the hypothesis 
is indeed needed in the proof. Even if p=[0,l] and p is Lebesgue measure, the L" unit 
ball fails to be compact for the Ll topology so that we lose the required compactness of 
the consumption set Xi in the proof of Proposition 3.6 whenever 12 is not "essentially" finite 

or countable. 

Proposition 3.6, combined with the NTU Representation Theorem (Proposition 3.4) 
establishes the (approximate) equivalence between totally balanced games and market games 
with private information under the additional assumption that all events occur with strictly 
positive probability. The result below removes this restriction on the set of measurable 

events. 

Theorem 3.8. For arbitrary (S2,F,p), the NTU game generated by an economy with 
private information is well defined [i,e.. V:21_lR#1 is such that V(S) is a nonempty closed 
comprehensive cylinder set for any S~ ip] and totally balanced. 

Proof.7 Billera and Bixby (1974, Theorem 2,1) give sufficient conditions for the induced 

' A conversation with Jean-Franeois Mertens helped me to see a way to shorten this proof. 
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NTU game derived from an economy to be well defined and totally balanped, ' I must ex-
hibit, for each iel, (1) a consumption set Xt which is a nonempty convex compact 'subset 
of a real Hausdorff linear topological space, (2) a utility function ai on Xi which is concave 

and upper semicontinuous, and (3) an initial endowment eieXi. Because I have a pure 
exchange economy. I can define the production sets by Yi= {O} for all iel. . 

For iel, set Xi= {xi :p-H:~~lxi(')-ei(') is Gt-measurable and for p-almost every a'e9, 

xt((o)~ ~ ej(co)} ~L1(p.F,p;I~l) endowed with the weak topology. Because endowments 
j~l 

are nonnegative, Xi is clearly nonempty. By Dunford and Pettis (1940) [see Dunford and 
Schwartz (1958, Exercise IV.I_~.68, pp. 349-350)] slnce X rs a bounded subset of L"(32,F,p, 
JRt) rts (weak) closure rs a weakly s quentrally compact subset of L (S2 F,p;E~l). However, 
Xt is clearly closed for the Ll norm topology of the locally convex space Ll(S2,F,p;lRt), so 
that by Theorem 3.12 of Rudin (1973, p. 64), Xi is also weakly closed because it's convex. 
By the Eberlein-Smulian Theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz (1958, Theorem V.6.1, p. 
430)), because L1(!2,F,p;I~l) is a Banach space, weak compactness and weak sequential com-

pactness are equivalent. Hence X, is nonempty, compact, and conVex. Moreover, L1 
(9.F,p;lRl) is a real Hausdorff [see Rudin (1973, (b), p. 61) and Qbserve that the continuous 
linear functionals separate points by considering integration against the L= indicator func-
tion of the set of positive measure on which two distinct elements of Ll differ or note that 
the Banach space L1(Q,F,p ;ll;~1) is locally convex] linear topological space. 

Set ei=ei, where ei :Q-H;~~ is F-measurable. Then eieXi as required. 

The utilities ~i=EUi :X.-lR are concave and Ll continuous by Lemma 2.1. I claim 
that they are weakly upper semicontinuous, which means that for any ~e~;~, {;tieXila.(i~,) ~: 
a} is weakly closed. By the L1 continuity of ai, {aieXila.(;~i)~~a} is closed for the Ll norm 

topology; it's convex by the concavity of ai. By Theorem 3.12 of Rudin (1973, p. 64), {~ie 
Xilai(jti):~a} is therefore weakly closed. Hence ai is weakly u.s,c. and concave on Xi. [ l 

Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 subsumes Proposition 3.6 in that the theorem does not 
exclude the case of at most countably many states of the world. The fact that the finite 
dimensional space IRsJ21 admits a unique topology which makes it into a real topological 
vector space implies that, for finite p, the proofs must be equivalent in that the topological 
space Xi is unlquely determined. Similarly, if 12 is countable (or, more generally, if the 
probability space (X2,F,p) consists of countably many atoms plus a set of p-measure zero), 
the proofs are equivalent because the weak and strong Ll topologies are the same. See 
Dunford and Schwartz (1958, IV.8.13, p. 295 and IV.13.49, pp. 346-347). 

Now return to the issue of the core with private information. The core of an NTU 
game V:21_JR#1 is the set of all payoff vectors (wl""'wsl)el~#1 such that (wl""'wsl)~ V(1) 
(feasibility) and there does not exist a coalition S~l and (wl""'w#1)eV(S) such that w;> 
wi for all ieS (coalition S cannot block). 

Definition 3.10. The core of an economy with private informatlon consists of all 
state-dependent allocations (xl" "'xsl) where xi :12-E;~~ for each iEI such that 

(i) ~ xi(a')= ~ ei((~') for (almost) all (~'e9. 

*=1 i~~I 
(ii) each xi(･) is such that xi(')-ei(') is G.-measurable, and 

(iii) there does not exist a coalition S (c~S~l) and allocations x~:g2-l~~ for leS such 
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that ~' x}(e,)= ~ ei(Q,) for (almost) all e,ep, each x;(･)- ei(･) is G,-measurable, and EU,(x:) > 

ies I ies 
EUt(xt) for all ieS. 

This is the usual concept of the core of a (pure exchange) economy except for the in-
formational constraints that each net trade defining a core allocation must be Gi-measurable 

and that blocking must be accomplished via net trades that are G,-measurable for each 
member i of the blocking coalition S. Recall that my commodity space consists of (ex 
ante) state-dependent commodity bundles derived from state-dependent net trades that 
are measurable with respect to private information. Moreover, payoffs are given by the 
ex ante expected utilities associated with these state-dependent allocations. 

The set of core imputations consists of those payoff vectors (EUl(xl('))" "'EU#~xtX･)))e 
IRl# where (xl""'xsl) :12-1;~~+n belongs to the core. Note that the set of core imputations 

of an economy equals the core of the market game induced by the economy. 

Proposition 3.11. The private information core is nonempty. 

Proof By Theorem 3.8 (or Proposition 3.6 if Q is at most countable) the market game 
is totally balanced. This implies that, by Scarf's (1967) theorem, the core of any private 

[
]
 

information market game is nonempty. 

As a consequence of the market games approach, I then have an alternative proof of 
Yannelis's (1991) core nonemptiness theorem which does not directly require infinite-dimen-

sional commodity space techniques. Note that Yannelis (1991) assumes that every event 
occurs with strictly positive probability ; I do not need this assumption. 

IV. Pubhcly Predlctable Informatron 

The concept of publicly predictable information (p,p.i.) was introduced by Blume and 
Easley (1990), Postlewaite and Schmeidler (1986, 1987), and Palfrey and Srivastava (1986) 
to study the possibilities for implementation of rational expectations equilibrium.8 While 
these authors assume finitely many states of the world and use somewhat different defini-
tions (and focus on necessary versus sufficient conditions for implementation), p,p.i. means 
that a given agent's (private) information can be learned from the pooled information of 
all other agents. If this is satisfied, one can clearly force truthful disclosure of the infor-
mation by threatening to kill the trader if he lies or if he fails to tell everything that he knows 

(although agents are assumed not to attempt to pretend to know more than they actually do). 
Thus, p.p.i. appears to take at least a crude first step toward addressing agents' decisions 
to fully and truthfully reveal information to their coalitions, as publicly predictable infor-

mation is verifiable in a sense to be defined below. 
I advocate that the information available to a coalition be taken to consist of the pub-

licly predictable information. More precisely, each member may use exactly that portion 
of his private information that is contained in the pooled information of all other coalition 

' They do not consider the core or other cooperative game-theoretic concepts. Note also that some of 
this literature uses the terrn nonexclusivity. 
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members. In symbols, p.p.i. is defined to be Gt n a( U Gj) for the coalition ,S containing 

j.es 
,~i 

player i. As will be shown later, this has attractive verifiability properties. Moreover, 
publicly predictable information implies that coalitions are generally asymmetrically in-
formed. The publicly predictable information structure lies between those defining the 
coarse and fine cores. It also gives an alternative characterization of the Yannelis (1991) 
private information core. This observation immediately leads to nice incentive properties 
for the private information core. 

Definition 4.1. The p.p.i. core of a market game is the core of the NTU game induced 
by the pure exchange economy with asymmetric information in which each member of a 
coalition is restricted to publicly predictable information. The p.p.i. core of an economy 
with asynunetric information consists of those state dependent allocation functions (x 

1""' xsl), where xt:p-1;~~ for iel, such that 

(i) ,~el xt(w)=~ et(co) for (almost) all e,e~2, 

' i~l (ii) each x,(')-ei(･) is Gi n o( U Gj)-measurable, and 
j~l 
j~i 

(iii) there does not exist a coalition S(c~S~l) and allocations x;:~2-I~~ for ieS such 

that ~ x;(co)= ~ et(co) for almost all a,e(?, each x;(･)-et(') is G( n (r( U Gj)-measurable, 

and EU,(x;) > EUt(x,) for all ieS. '~, 
An important insight is the equality of the private information core (my term) studied 

by Yannelis (1991) and･ the p.p.i. core. The p.p.i. core is defined by the property that any 
feasible allocation to a coalition S (and therefore any core allocation or any allocation that 

blocks) must have the property that, for each member i e S, i's net trade xi(･) - et(') at the 
allocation x( :9-lR~ is measurable with respect to the p.p.i. sub-a-field Gi n a( U G/) of F. 

jes 
j~i 

To see the equivalence, note that feasibility (implicitly, we assume no free disposal which 
doesn't seem to be a loss whenever utilities are strictly monotone on l;~~ for all iel and all 

(,,eQ requires ~ x,(a')= ~ et((o) so that we must have 

jes jes 
xt((o) et(a')=~ ej(a')- ~ xj(a'). 

j~s jes j~i j~i 
In other words, the left side is Gt-measurable and the right side is a( U Gj)-measurable, 

jes 
j~i 

so that both sides are Gi n o( U Gj)-measurable (publicly predictable information). Feasl 
jes 
j~i 

bility requires that each ieS may use only the portion of his initial information which can 
be verified from the pooled private information of the rest of the coalition S. More form-
ally, we have argued the following : 

Proposition 4.2. The private information core is characterized by publicly predicta~le 
information. 
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Corol!ary 4.3. The p.p,i. coie is nonempty for arbitrary sets of states of the world 

and arbitrary a-fields. ' ' 

Proof. Combine Proposition 4.2 with Proposition 3.11 [ l 
A major reason for my interest in publicly predictable information and its equivalence 

to the private information scheme (in which each agent may use only his own initial infor-
mation, regardless of the coalition to which he belongs) is its verification feature. Under 
p.p,i. or private information, no unilateral deviation by a single coalition member can fail 

to be detected by the remaining coalition members. This means that such agreements-
net trades that are measurable with respect to p,p,i. or, equivalently, private information-

can be enforced by the coalition. Thus I have derived the set of binding agreements natur-
ally for the cooperative game rather than imposing commitment as part of the game-the-

oretic paradigm. 

Definition 4.4. The state-dependent Gj-measurable net trade vector zj :Q-lRt, where 
jeS, is private Nash venfiable for coalition S if zj(') is a( U Gi)-measurable. 

ies 
i~ j 

Proposition 4.5. Net trades in the p.p.i. or private information core (i.e., those zt :g2-
IRI such that xi(')~zi(')+et(') is a core allocation) satisfy private Nash verifiability for the 
grand coalition.' Moreover, any blocking allocation must give rise to net'trades that are 

private Nash verifiable for the blocking coalition. 

Proof･ By Proposition 4.2 and the definition of p.p,i., zi :p-l~t satisfying (ii) in the 
definition of the core (Definitions 3.10 and 4.1) must be Gt n o( ~ Gj)-measurable. Part 

J~i 
(iii) of the definition yields the analogous requirement that if S blocks xl(')""'x#1(') by 

the alterna~ive allocation x; :Q-~lR~ for ieS, then z;(･)=x;(･)-ei(･) must be Gi n c( U Gj)-

j~i 
measurable. Hence zt(') is a( U Gj)-measurable (because a( U .Gj) ~2 Gt n a( U Gj)) and 

!~, ,~, 

z;(･) must be 6( u Gj)-measurable (since a( U Gj) ~ Gi n a( u Gj)). [ l 

V General Information Sharing Rules and Strong Venfication 

In place of deviations from the agreement by a single coalition member, one may wish 
to consider the possibility for an arbitrary subset to violate its conunitments.9 This moti-
vates the definitiori of alternative versions of strong verification as well as the specification 

of information sharing rules for the results that follow. However, all of the verification 
concepts that I consider involve the issue of whether other players have access to at least 
as much (in the sense of set-theoretic containment of information sub-(T-fields) information 

as the information that deviating players have. If this ord~ringis satisfied, net trade commit-

' Cremer (1991) considers robustness to deviations by coalitions containing two or three players in a Groves 

mechanism that assumes enforcable agreements. -
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ments can also be verified because net trade strategies must be measurable with respect to 
the own information of (potentially deviating) players. In this sense, verifiability of in-
formation implies verifiability of contradt~, so that agreements are indeed binding. 

Notice first ,that, for arbitrary subsets of a coalition and more general coalition infor-

mation conditions than private information (or p.p.i.), the choice of information assign-
ments to a split coalition is not obvious. Can the defecting group use all of the information 

that was available to them in the larger coalition and similarly, can the remaining players 
use all of their previous information? The question did not arise in Section 4 because 
private information is defined without explicit reference to coalitions. Here this issue 
necessitates the consideration of several variants of strong verification and several versions 
of Nash verification. 

The information available for use by members of a coalition can differ from their in-
itial information. In particular, this can depend on the coalition to which a player belongs. 

To capture these generalizations in an n-player game, define 2" - I mappings associating 
m-tuples (for 0<m ~n) of initial information structures to m-tuples of information structures 

describing the information that coalition members may use. For notational completeness. 
I define the information of the empty set to be the trivial cr-field {9,c} -

Definition 5.1. An information sharing rule is a collection F= {f(S)lS~~I} of 2sl map-

pings for an economy (or game) with asynunetric information. Let F** denote the set 
of all sub-o-fields of F. Then, for S~~1, S~c, we have 

f(S) : F** x ... x F**-F** x ... x F** 
#s ti*es ss times 

wr:tten as, if S= {s(1),. . .,s(SS)} , 

f(S)(G*(1), " ', Gs(ss)) =(H*a), ･ ･ ･, Hs(#s)) 

where, for each ieS, Ht is a sub-a-field of F. For S=c, set f(c)={Q,c}. Write f(S)i 
for player i's information in coalition S if ieS. A measurable allocation for S is a state-

dependent allocation (xsa)('),･･･,xs(ss)(')), where each xt:S2-lR~ for ieS is such that .-i(･)= 

xi(') - ei(･) is f(S)i-measurable. 

Several concrete examples of information sharing rules are obvious and interesting. 
However, note that the definition permits all arbitrary possibilities. Moreover, there need 
not be any relation among the information sharing rules used by different coalitions, even 
those that are subsets or supersets of one another, and the definition does not require that 
a coalition's information be nontrivially related to the initial information of its members. 

Example 5.2. The private information sharing rule is the (unlque) information sharing 
rule Fp= {fp(S)lS~l} satisfying, for each S~ c, 

f (S)(Gs(1), " '. G*(#s))=(G*a), ･ ･ ･, G*(ss))-

In other words, f(S)(･) is the identity mapping for all S~l(S~ c) if and only if Fp is the pri-
vate informa~ion sharing rule. 

Example 5.3. The p p I mformatlon shanng rule rs the (umque) mformation shanng 
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rule Fp.p.f'= {fp p.i.(S)lS~;I} satisfying, for each S~ c, 

fp,p,i.(S)(Gs(1)' "" Gs(ss))=(Gs(1) n c(,eUs G,), ..., Gs(Ss) n c( U G,)). 
ies 

i~*a) i~s(ss) 
Example 5.4. The coarse information sharing rule is the (unique) infonnation sharing 

rule F.= {f･(S)lS~~I} satisfying, for each S~ c, 

,. n Gi). f(S)(Gs(1) 'Gs(ss))=( n Gi .,, 
ies ,es 

This is a legitimate information sharing rule because the intersection of sub-(T-fields is itself 

a sub-(r-field of F. 

Example 5.5. The constant or H-information sharing rule is an information sharing 
rule FH= {f~(S)lS~~I} in which, for all S~;1, S~c, f(S) is the constant mapping equal to 
the #S-tuple (H H), or in other words, f~(S)t=H for all ieS. Special cases include 

,..., ' null mformatron f (sy= {Q,c} , common information f(S)t jenl G/' Pooled information f(sy= 

(7( U Gj), andfull informationfF(S)t=F. 
jel 

The analogue of Proposition 3.8 stating that the NTU game is well defined holds for 
any information sharing rule. More precisely, if F= {f(S)lS~~I} is an information sharing 
rule, define the correspondence V:21_~lRsl by V(c)={O} and for any S~l, S~c, V(S)= 
{(wl""'wsl)elRsll for ie:S, there exist xt:9-JR~ with w, ~ C]aui(x,(a');co)dp(a') such that 

zt(')=xt(')-e,(') is f(S)i-measurable and ,e~s xi(a')= ~ et(a') for almost all (~'eS2}. Then 

' ies for any S~c, V(S) is a nonempty closed comprehensive cylinder set which is moreover con-
vex. For a proof, see Theorem 4.1 in Allen (199la). 

The next series of definitions sets out several !mportant properties of (some) informa-
tion sharing rules. The last one leads to a sufficient condition for nonemptiness of the 
core of a pure exchange economy with asymmetric information and an exogenously given 
information sharing rule. 

Definition 5.6. The information sharing rule F= {f(S)lS~I} is divisible if for all S!~I 

and all nonempty S' c S, a(ieUs f(S')t)=0( U f(S)t). In other words, 6(i~Usf(S)t) must be 

' ies independent of S ~; I. 

Definition 5.7. The information sharing rule F= {f(S)lS~l} is symmetric if for all 

S ~; I and all iJeS, f(sy --f(S)/. ' 
Definition 5.8. An information sharing rule F= {f(S)lS~;I} is bounded if sUaif(S)i ~f(1)' 

for all iel; it is nested if U f(T)' ~f(S)t whenever ieS. 
T=i 
T~s 

Of the above examples, only constant information shairng is divisible. Both coarse 
~nd constant information sharing are symmetric whereas private and p.p.i. are not. In 
more general terms, only a "few" information sharing rules are symmetric. All except 
the coarse information sharing rule are nested (and therefore bounded). 
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Remark 5.9. Games generated by economies with bounded information sharing rules 
are balanced and those derived from nested information sharing rules are totally balanced. 
Hence either condition implies that the core is nonempty. However, coarse information 
sharing can lead to an empty core. See Allen (199lb) for details, including a discussion 
of the differences between these core concepts and the definition proposed by Wilson (1978). 

Definition 5.10. The core of an economy with asymmetric information under the given 
information sharing rule F= {f(S)lS{~I} .consists of those state-dependent allocations 

(xl(')""'xsX･)), where xi :i2-u~~ for iel satisfymg 
(i) ~ xt(a,)= ~ e,(a') for almost all coe9, 

iel iEI 
(ii) zi :9-~E;~~ defined by ze(')=xi(･)-ei(･) isf(S)i-measurable, and 

(iii) there does not exist a coalition S (S~~1,S~c) and state-dependent allocations x; :p-

u~~ for ieS such that ~ x;((e')= ~ et((o) for almost all (,,el2, z;(･)=x;(･)-ei(') is f(S)i-

ies i~s measurable, and TJp ui(x;(a') ;a')dp(a') > jp ui(xi(co);(o)dp((,,) for all ieS. 

With the above preliminaries complete, I now define verification with respect to devia-
tions by an arbitrary subset of a coalition. Notice that these concepts generalize and extend 
private Nash verification in that the set of deviating players need not be a singleton and 
the information sharing rule need not be private or p.p.i. 

Definition 5.11. The allocation (x*(1)('),"',x*(#s)( )) for coalitron S where x S2-lR+ 
for each ieS, satisfies strong venfiability if for all nonempty subsets S' and S" of S with 

S nS" c and S US"=S, for all ieS', zi(')=xt(')-et(') rs a( U f(S")i) measurable 
je~s" 

Definition 5.12. The allocation (xsa)('),･･･,xs(#s)(')) for coalition S, where x, :0=>1;~~ 
for each ieS, satisfies modlfied strong venfiability if for all nonempty subsets S' and S" of 

S wrth S nS" c and S US"=S, for all ieS', zt(')=xi(･)-ei(･) is cr( U f(S)/)_measura-

The difference between strong verification and modified strong verification lies in the 
information assigned to remaining players. For strong verification, the reduced coalition 
may only use that information available to it under the information sharing rule. On the 
other hand, modified strong verification permits nondeviating players to use all of the in-
formation that they have in the larger coalition. If the information sharing rule is mono-
tonic in the sense that f(S)' ~f(T)t whenever ieSc T, then modified strong verification is 
weaker than strong verification in the sense that strong verification implies modified strong 

verification in this case. For deviations by a singleton with private information sharing 
or p.p.i., both definitions reduce to private Nash verification; they are the same because 
private is equivalent to pub]icly predictable information and f(S)t=Gt whenever i e S, so 
that f(sy is independent of S3i for private information sharing. However, in general, 
private or p.p.i. violates both strong and modified strong verifiability [which are the same 
for private information sharing becausef(S)' does not depend on S (S~i)] for larger coali-
tions so that these properties are genuinely distinct from private Nash verifiability. 

Proposition 5.13. For any coalition S, constant information sharing leads to meas-
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urable allocations for S that satisfy strong verifiability and modified strong verifiability. 

Proof. Trivial from the definitions, as all measurability requirements involve the same 

Proposition 5.14. For any coalition S, measurable allocations for S under coarse in-
formation sharing satisfy strong verification and modified strong verification. 

Proof For any ieS, ieS' with S"=S¥S', f(S)i= n Gj, o( U f(S)j)= n Gj, and 
j~s j~s" jes o( U f(S")j) n Gj Smce n Gj :) n G whenever S"cS, strong verifiability holds. 

jes" jes jes" 
Modified strong verifiability follows fromf(S)i= n Gj=(T( U n Gj)=a( U f(S)k). [ l 

kes" jes ' k e s" j~~s 

Proposition 5.15. If F is divisible, or if F is symmetric and also nonincreasing in the 
sense that S c T implies f(S)i ~)f(T)i for all ieS, then for any coalition S, all measurable 
allocations for S are strongly verifiable. 

Proof. Strong verification requires f(S)i !~ ( U f(S")j) for all ieS and all S"cS 
j es" 

wrth I ~S". This is clearly satisfied whenever c( U f(T)j) is independent of T. If F is sym-
j= T 

metric, the condition reduces to f(S)i !~f(S")j for S"cS with ieS and jeS", which is 

equivalent to nonincreasingness whenever F is symmetric. [ l 
Remark 5.16. Since constant information sharing is divisible and coarse information 

sharing is both symmetric and nonincreasing, the strong verification conclusions of Pro-
positions 5, 13 and 5.14 can be regarded as corollaries to Proposition 5.15. 

Proposition 5.17. Symmetry of F is a necessary and sufficient condition for the modified 
strong verifiability of all measurab]e allocations for any coalition S. 

Proof. Modified strong verification requires f(S)i ~ a( U f(S)j), which rs automat 
j=s" 

ically satisfied whenever F is symmetric. Hence, symmetry of F is sufficient. For neces-
sity, note that if F is not symmetric, then there is a coalition S, a nonempty subset S"cS 
and a player leS¥S" such that f(S) cll(T( U f(S)j). Therefore one can construct a f(S)i-

j~s" 
measurable allocation for i which fails to be a( U f(S)j)-measurable. [ l 

j~s" 

Remark 5.18. The analogue to Remark 5.16 applies to modified strong verification, 
so that this property holds for constant and coarse information sharing (in Propositions 
5,13 and 5.14) as a consequence of Proposition 5.17. However, note that many additional 
information sharing rules satisfy symmetry; for example, consider ftS)i=0( U Gj) for all 

j~s 
i eS ~~ I (fine information sharing). 

Corollary 5.19. With p.p,i, or private information sharing, there exist pure exchange 
economies with asymmetric information, coalitions, and measurable allocations which 
violate strong verifiability and modified strong verifiability. , 

Proof Private information sharing and p.p,i. are not symmetric except in trivial cases. 
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Hence the necessity for modified strong verification in Proposition 5.17, combined , with 
the observation that strong verification implies modified strong verification because the 

private information sharing rule is monotonic, yields the result. . [ l 

Returning now to the issue of singleton deviators in Section 4, one can extend the notion 

of private Nash verifiability to Nash verifiability and modified Nash verifiability. These 
concepts consist simply of strong and modified strong verification applied to single player 
deviations. 

Definition 5.20. The allocation (x*(1)('),"',x*(#s)(')) for coaliation S, where xi :!2-lRl 
+
 

for e~ch ieS, satisfies Nash venfiability if for all players ieS, zi(')=xi(･)-et(') is c( u 
j = s¥i 

f(S¥i)j)-measurable and modlfied 'Nash venfiability if zt(') is a( U f(S)')-measurable for all 
j=s¥i 

iES. 

The next result shows that modified Nash verifiability is indeed an extremely weak 
requirement for feasible (and hence core and blocking) allocations whenever there is no 
free disposal. This follows from the observation that if net trades must sum to zero, then 
any individual's net trade is measurable with respect to the same information as the total 
net trade of all other players (all other coalition members for blocking allocations) since 
these functions differ precisely by a factor of multiplication by minus one. 

Proposition 5.21. For any information sharing rule, all core allocations are modified 
Nash verifiable for the grand coalition and all blocking allocations are modified Nash 
verifiable for the blocking coalition. In fact, all feasible allocations (with no free dispos-

ability) are modified Nash verifiable. Moreover, symmetry of the information sharing 
rule is a sufficient condition for the modified Nash verifiability of all measurable (and not 
necessarily feasible) allocations for any coalition S. 

Proof. The first two statements follow from the observation that ~ zi(co)=0 for al-
i=s 

most all a,eS2 implies that both zi(･) and ~ z,(･) must be measurable with respect to the 
j=s¥i 

same a-field. Hence modified Nash verifiability ofcore and blocking allocations is automatic, 

and similarly for any feasible allocation. The third statement follows from Proposition 

Remark 5.22. An interpretation of the first statement of Proposition 5.21 and its proof 
is to think of publicly predictable information with agents' initial information Gi replaced 
byf(S)i for a given coalition S. Then the equivalence between the p.p.i. and private infor-
mation cores gives the result. Alternatively, it follows from the results in Section 4 for 
private Nash verification. 

. Remark 5.23. Symmetry is not necessary for the modified Nash verifiability of all 
measurable allocations for all coalitions. Indeed, a weaker sufficient condition is that 
in any coalition S with SS~~2 there are players i,jeS, i~j, with f(S)i=f(S)j; every coalition 

(except singletons) has duplicate information. More generally, the information sharing 
rule must satisfy a publicly predictable information property in, the form that f(S)i= 
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f(S)i n c( U f(S)j) for all ieS~l. This is automatic for core and blocking allocations. How-

j~s 
j~ , 

ever, note that p,p.i. is not equivalent to private information for arbitrary (measurable) 
allocations, so that this variant of p,p.i. does not hold automatically for all information 
sharing rules (except at a core or blocking allocation or for feasible allocations with no free 

disposal). Hence the proposition cannot be strengthened to assert modified Nash verifi-
ability at arbitrary measurable allocations. 

Proposition 5.24. If the information sharing rule is divisible or if it is symmetric and 
nonincreasing, then all measurable allocations for any coalition S are Nash veriffable. 

Proof This follows as a corollary to Proposition 5.15. [ l 
Remark 5.25. In Proposition 5.24, the hypothesis of a divisible information sharing 

rule could be replaced by the weaker condition that f(S)i ~ o( U f(S¥i)j) for all i e S or, equiv-
j=s 
j~i 

alently, f(S U {i})i ~~a( U f(S)j) whenever i~S. When the requirements for divisibility are 
j=s 

weakened in this way by considering only sets S' which are singletons, cr( U f(Sy) need not 
i=s 

be independent of S (as it was in Definition 5.6). For example, consider I= {1,2,3}, i2= 
{a,b}, and Gl=G2={i2,{a},{bJ,c}, G3={O,c}, with f(S)i=a( U Gj), so that G,cG/U Gh 

j=s 
for all i~j, j~k, i~k but {9,c} --f({3})3~f(sy={12,{al,{b},c} for all ieS and S~ {3} -

Remark 5.26. If one wishes to ignore events of measure zero in the definition of ver-
ification, then the properties of information sharing rules should all be stated in terms of 
completions of the various sub-o-fields of the (complete) c-fie]d F. 

VI. Discussion 

This paper suggests a first step toward the inclusion of partial enforcement or limited 
commitment in games. With Nash verifiability, compliance by singletons can be monitored 
and thus any coalition can detect deviations from the agreed strategies by a single member. 

Consequently, private information or publicly predictable information sharing has an at-
tractive decentralization property. On the other hand, if one desires to strengthen the 
requirement to strong verifiability, then few (interesting) information sharing schemes can 
meet the test in general, although specific examples may exhibit better performance. This 
phenomenon is reminiscent of the incentives situation, in that Nash implementation is re-
latively easy while strong implementation tends to be unlikely, just as the existence of Nash 
equilibria is fairly easy while it is difficult to have strong equilibria. 

My analysis deliberately mixes cooperative and noncooperative concepts. The notions 
of Nash and strong verifiability are inherently noncooperative in nature as they inquire 
about strategic deviations given players' strategy choices agreed upon by the coalition, so 
that they are the analogues of Nash equilibrium and strong equilibrium in a noncooperative 
game. Yet the ideas of coalitions and agreements only make sense in cooperative games 
as they rely on the ability to communicate and to form commitments. 
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Cooperative games with asymmetric information seem to lead natul ally to such games 

that fall strictly between the cooperative and noncooperative paradigms. Contracts made 
under asymmetric information tend to be incomplete or limitedly enforceable. These are 
interesting problems for which the restriction to publicly predictable information use offers 

some help. 
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